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Prime 
Age: Unkown 
Weight: 250 lbs 
Height: 5ft 9 
Eyes: Red and Black 
Hair: Silver 
Place of Birth: Guardian Power Overwhelming’s GodTECH laboratories.  
Legal Status: Wanted by random races for random murders.  
Occupation: Rogue Cosmic Being 
In another Guardian Universe, deep within the walls of GodTech, genetic engineers 
struggled for years to improve the design for a supreme being. Their attempts in-
cluded Icon and Frankenborg. Prime was their last great creation before they 
swore off genetic engineering. Prime has DNA from dozens of powerful Guardians, 
with readjustments offering Prime the ultimate edge. GodTech even laced his ge-
netic structure with magical properties, which mutated when they bombarded him 
with GIA energy. The end result was a perfect ‘human’ with uncanny abilities. When 
GodTech wanted to use Prime in the field, their creation refused and destroyed 
their laboratory where he was grown. Desperate to stop Prime, GodTech sent a 
special strike team to eliminate him. Prime was still young and was killed. But that 
didn’t stop him. Prime rose from the grave even more powerful than before. Prime 
left Earth and traveled into deep space where he met NeCross, who used Prime 
against the Galactic Legion until he was killed again. Prime didn’t stay dead for long 
and took revenge on the Galactic Legion, killing those responsible for his death. But 
Prime realized shortly afterwards that NeCross was true evil and had used him to 
achieve evil goals. Prime went to war with NeCross and by the end of the Black Gal-
axy War, the dark menace was banished. But Prime was enraged. His chance for 
revenge was stolen by the Cosmic Tribunal. He lashed out at them and Prime found 
himself annihilated by forces beyond anyone’s comprehension. Elsewhere, in an-
other Guardian Universe, a cosmic storm raged and at the heart of it a human-
sized purple gem. When the energies faded, the gem drifted towards a lush jungle 
world and crashed. A world in the direct path of Thanatos. As the God Stones acti-
vated their Apocalypse mode, the gem shattered. From it came Prime. Rescued by 
unknown forces in his Guardian Universe and still agitated about NeCross, Prime 
was in no mood to deal with catastrophe.  The natives of the jungle world ap-
proached Prime and begged him to not destroy their home. But Prime wasn’t re-
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sponsible for it and when he dismissed the pleas the natives attacked him.  Millions 
of aliens threw themselves at Prime and hundreds at a time had their souls sucked 
from their bodies. By the time Thanatos arrived, the world was almost devoid of 
life. The daemon mocked Prime and that’s when something changed. Prime realized 
that it was HE that was the monster. Dead children lay at his feet and above him 
an evil worse than NeCross stand there totally innocent. With tears in his eyes, 
Prime flew into space, leaving Thanatos to continue his galactic genocide. It took 
Prime months to regain his sanity. The depression he suffered was great. He had 
nothing to live for. But then the souls of the aliens he had murdered started to 
come to him in dreams. They encouraged Prime to turn everything around and to 
not let their deaths be in vain. Prime thought he was going mad at first, but then 
he realized that he was able to commune with anyone whom he had soul sucked. Us-
ing this ability, Prime was able to learn about this Guardian Universe. And if he 
needed more information, Prime just sucked their soul.  
Prime is one of those beings that people want on their side, yet are always looking 
over their shoulders in case Prime decides to eat their souls. He is very impatient, 
which is why he tends to just suck souls instead of waiting for a more practical so-
lution. His recent awareness has toned Prime down a little. But in the heat of battle 
he is quick to cut loose.  
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PRIME 
Characteristics 
Smarts: 10 
Willpower: 40 
Presence: 10 
Hand-Eye Coordination: 20 
Reflexes: 20 
Strength: 10 (40 Rank Super Strength) 
Body: 20 
Constitution: 20 
Movement: 10 
Derived 
STUN: 2000 
HITS: 2000 
Initiative: 30 
Actions: 15 
Attack: 30 
Evade: 30 
Education: 20 
Perception: 20 (70 when using Cosmic Sense) 
Skills: Basic Civilian: 4, Cosmic Knowledge: 10, General 
Military Career: 10, Martial Arts <Master>: 10 
Powers: 
Cosmic Hero Powers 
Cosmic Sense: 70 Rank 
Soul Suck: 70 Rank (Prime may commune with the souls of 
those he sucked.) 
Flight: 100 Rank 
Hyper-Flight: 30 Rank 
Cosmic Tough: 50 Rank 
Psionic Force Field: 100 Rank (May only be used once per 
day) 
God Stone Heart: 3500 Material Rank (This stone was 
charged with GIA energy and placed inside of Prime. It 
keeps him forever immortal. When the Cosmic Tribunal 
tried to destroy Prime, it removed him from reality and 
shifted him to this Guardian Universe. If Prime is killed, it 
will teleport him away in a bright spectacle and place him 
somewhere safe. From here a gem will form around Prime 
until he is fully reconstituted. ) 


